Abstract-For exascale HPC applications, silent data corruption (SDC) is one of the most dangerous problems because there is no indication that there are errors during the execution. We propose an adaptive impact-driven method that can detect SDCs dynamically. The key contributions are threefold. (1) We carefully characterize 18 HPC applications/benchmarks and discuss the runtime data features, as well as the impact of the SDCs on their execution results. (2) We propose an impact-driven detection model that does not blindly improve the prediction accuracy, but instead detects only influential SDCs to guarantee user-acceptable execution results. (3) Our solution can adapt to dynamic prediction errors based on local runtime data and can automatically tune detection ranges for guaranteeing low false alarms. Experiments show that our detector can detect 80-99.99 percent of SDCs with a false alarm rate less that 1 percent of iterations for most cases. The memory cost and detection overhead are reduced to 15 and 6.3 percent, respectively, for a large majority of applications.
INTRODUCTION
R ESEARCHERS are increasingly relying on massively parallel supercomputing to resolve complex problems. In exascale HPC executions, unintended errors are inevitable because of the huge size of the resources (such as CPU cores and memory). Compared with the fail-stop errors (like hardware crashes), silent data corruption (SDC) is hazardous as there is no indication that the data are incorrect during the execution. A typical example is bit-flip errors striking the memory because of unexpected or uncontrolled factors such as alpha particles from package decay or cosmic rays. Other errors (such as in floating point operators [1] ) may not be detected by hardware because of the cost of protective techniques, leading to incorrect compute results at the end of the execution. Accordingly, timely effective detection of the SDC is crucial for guaranteeing the correctness of execution results and high performance.
In our previous work [2] , [3] , [4] , we proposed an SDC detector that predicts the next-step value for each data point and compares the corresponding observed value with a normal value range (a.k.a., detection range) based on the predicted value, for detecting possible data anomalies. Like most of the existing research [5] , [6] , [7] , we endeavored to optimize both the detection precision (the fraction of true SDCs detected over all detected ones) and sensitivity (the fraction of true SDCs detected over all SDCs experienced). The sensitivity is also known as recall, and we will interchangeably use them in the following text. We compared different linear-prediction methods with regard to HPC run-time data in [3] , and we further proposed an error-feedback control model to improve the detection ability in [8] .
In this work, we revisit the SDC detection issue and propose an impact-driven model based on our careful characterization of 18 HPC applications/benchmarks. We argue that one should not blindly enhance the detection ability with regard to the SDC. Instead, our research objective is to keep fairly low false alarms (false positives) with acceptable compute results. That is, some SDCs are acceptable, as long as their impact is low enough from the perspective of users. On the one hand, there is a tradeoff between the detection sensitivity and detection precision, since one cannot avoid the data prediction errors. On the other hand, pursuing high detection sensitivity inevitably induces huge detection overhead, as discussed in [3] , [8] .
At least two challenges arise in this research.
Irregularity of SDCs:
Predicting SDCs in practice is difficult because of the random occurrence of SDCs. Thus, it is non-trivial to quantify the impact of the SDCs on the final execution results. Without an indepth analysis of the impact of SDCs, it is hard to determine an appropriate detection range for detecting the SDCs. The existing research, such as [3] , optimizes the detection range based on the desired final compute accuracy. Such a method has a fairly high detection sensitivity, however, it may suffer high false alarms (i.e., low precisions) because the required accuracy may change with iterations or input parameters. Diverse data features of HPC applications: Since HPC applications are of many different types from different communities (such as physics, chemistry, biology, and mathematics), the iterative runtime data generated during the execution is extremely hard to uniformly model or regularize. Consequently, the features of HPC data would be fairly diverse with applications. For instance, the values of data points may change sharply in some iterations. The overall data value range may also change over time steps. Hence, the data prediction methods may have largely different prediction accuracies with various applications. Clearly needed is an adaptive solution that is suitable for different applications. Moreover, the application codes are made by different programming languages based on various data formats, which also increases the difficulty of our data analysis. In this paper, we propose a novel SDC detection solution based on the comprehensive characterization of 18 HPC applications/benchmarks on a real cluster-namely FUSION [36] . The key contributions are summarized as follows:
We carefully study the key HPC data features of the 18 applications, and we characterize the impact of SDC on HPC execution results based on dynamic value ranges and data fluctuation over time. We propose a relatively generic impact-driven detection model to detect influential SDCs for the iterative time-step based scientific simulations. The key feature is that it can reduce false positives significantly, and the detection sensitivity is also tunable for different environments with various SDC rates. We devise an adaptive SDC detection approach, under which each process can adaptively select the best-fit prediction method based on its local runtime data. Such a solution creates an avenue to adapt to the data dynamics, optimizing the tradeoff between the detection overhead and false alarms. We carefully implement the adaptive impact-driven SDC detection library, supporting a broad range of HPC applications coded in either C or Fortran. The library is available to download from [40] under the BSD license. Our detector can detect any SDCs, including not only bitflip errors, but bugs and attacks. We evaluate the detector by running HPC applications on up to 1,024 cores. Experiments show that for a large majority of applications, our detection method can keep the rate of false alarms less than 1 percent of iterations and the detection sensitivity within 80-99.99 percent, with the memory cost and detection overhead reduced to 15 and 6.3 percent, respectively. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the design overview in Section 2. In Section 3, we present our characterization results based on 18 HPC applications across from different codes, and we analyze the key features, such as the smoothness of the time series data and the impact of SDC on HPC execution results. In Section 4, we propose an adaptive solution that can effectively control the SDC detection overhead and false alarms, while guaranteeing the correctness of the compute results. We present the evaluation results in Section 5. We discuss related work in Section 6 and we present in Section 7 concluding remarks and ideas for future work.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We illustrate the system architecture in Fig. 1 . The key module, fault tolerance toolkit, contains two significant parts, SDC detector and failure/error corrector. In this paper, we only focus on the SDC detection, because the correction issue becomes a real problem only if the detection is already solved well. As for the correction of SDC errors, many existing techniques such as checkpoint/restart [11] , [12] , [13] have been extensively studied for years. As shown in Fig. 1 , our detector will mainly communicate with the HPC application data generated iteratively, in contrast with the algorithm based fault tolerance (ABFT) [14] , [15] that is implemented in application library. When an SDC event is detected, for example, the checkpoint/restart model will interrupt the application and restart its execution based on recent one or more checkpoint(s). The reported error would likely disappear in the second run if it was truly an SDC error, or be considered a false positive otherwise.
For the fault model, we focus on the unexpected data changes caused by SDCs such as bit-flips of the data. Our detector performs the one-step ahead prediction only for the state variables (a.k.a., state data points). The reason is that any time-step based scientific simulations can always restart from a set of variable states (i.e., checkpoint file), based on the characteristics of such type of simulation. That is, the correctness of the state variables' data is a necessary and sufficient condition determining the validity of the remaining execution, no matter where the SDCs happened in the memory. The users do not need to care about the SDCs occurring outside the state-variable memory (such as intermediary variables and buffers), unless they would affect the state values.
Our research objective is to develop a generic SDC detector suitable for a large set of mainstream HPC applications, which perform dynamic simulations over multiple iterations. The basic model used in our detection is one-step ahead prediction [2] , [4] , [8] , which dynamically predicts the value for each data point at each time step and compares the observed value with a normal value range. Unlike previous SDC detectors, our detector aims to detect only influential SDCs in terms of dynamic HPC data features. Each process is able to adaptively determine the best-fit prediction method based on local runtime data, which can effectively improve the detection sensitivity and reduce overhead.
EXPLORATION OF KEY FEATURES FOR HPC APPLICATION DATA
In this section, we characterize the key features of the HPC data regarding SDCs, by running 18 HPC applications/ benchmarks on a real cluster environment. In particular, we explore the dynamic HPC data fluctuation and analyze the impact of the SDCs on the execution results respectively, which is the fundamental basis of our adaptive impactdriven detection method. The 18 real-world HPC applications/benchmarks 1 are from well-known simulation code packages, such as FLASH [34] and Nek5000 (or Nek5k) [35] (except for HeatDistribution that is customized with finite difference methods [33] ). All the applications presented in Table 1 involve different research fields, such as hydrodynamics (HD), magneto hydrodynamics (MHD), burning (BURN), gravity (GRAV), and diffusion (DIFF). They are designed using hybrid/ semi-implicit methods (except for HeatDistribution that adopts explicit methods) and are coded in either Fortran or C. According to the developers, most of the applications are used to solve real research problems. In this characterization, all of them were run on 128 cores from Argonne FUSION cluster [36] . The number of iterations is set to 1,000, which is large enough to observe the data evolution based on our analysis of execution results.
Diverse HPC Data Fluctuation
In Fig. 2 , we present the time series data fluctuation for each of the 18 HPC applications. Most of the data used in this characterization involve the density variable, unless it is unavailable. For instance, neither Eddy nor Vortex has a density variable, so we adopt the pressure variable instead. The time series data regarding other variables are not presented because of the similar data fluctuation we observed. In the characterization, we select 100 sample points evenly in the data space for each application, and we plot the time series curves for each point by different colors.
Based on Fig. 2 , we have four important findings, which indicate high diversity of HPC data with applications. 1) HPC data exhibit different degrees of smoothness. Some applications exhibit relatively large data changes in short periods (i.e., within a few time steps). In this situation, the data prediction used to detect anomalies may suffer from large errors. By comparison, the data outputted by Vortex are very smooth in the whole period. In this situation, the prediction method will work well, as confirmed by our previous work [8] . Other applications exhibit non-periodic time series data (e.g., ConductionDelta, HeatDistribution, and DustCollapse). For the detection based on linear prediction methods, the smoothness of the time series data generated by HPC applications (i.e., the first finding in the above list) is the most significant, because it is closely related to the prediction accuracy. Hence, we study the smoothness of the time series data based on various HPC applications in the following text. We perform the evaluation by both the lag-1 auto-correlation coefficient (ACC) of the time series (denoted by a) and the [33] customized Steady-state heat distribution with Laplace's equation by Jacobi iterative method 1. Each application here corresponds to a real-world simulation problem. From the perspective of system, each of them is a kind of application that can be submitted by the application user for running in parallel in the system. From the perspective of scientific researchers, maybe it is more appropriate to call some of them benchmarks. So, we will use applications and benchmarks interchangeably in this paper.
lag-1 auto-correlation coefficient of the data changes (denoted by b), since neither can individually represent the smoothness of HPC data, as shown later. We call the two coefficients level-1 smoothness coefficient and level-2 smoothness coefficient respectively.
The auto-correlation coefficient [37] is a well-known indicator to evaluate the auto-correlation of time series data. Its definition is shown in Equation (1), where V ðtÞ refers to the data value at time step t, E½Á and m refer to the mathematical expectations that can be estimated by mean values, and s refers to the standard deviation. The value range of the auto-correlation coefficient is [À1, 1], with 1 indicating perfect correlation, 0 indicating noncorrelation, and À1 indicating perfect anticorrelation
In addition to the ACC of time series data, we also evaluate the smoothness by the ACC of data changes (i.e., level-2 smoothness), which is defined in Equation (2), where DðtÞ = V (t) À V (t À 1), and m(D) and s(D) refer to the expected data change and the deviation of data change, respectively
In Fig. 3 , we give an example to further illustrate the level-2 smoothness coefficient. It is easy to see that DðiÞ and Dði þ 1Þ are equal to the left derivative and right derivative of the data point value at the time step i. The curve is considered smooth at the time point i when its left derivative and right derivative have close values (i.e., the difference jD(i) À D(i À 1)j < ). In particular, if the two derivatives By combining the two levels of smoothness coefficient, we can study the smoothness feature for the HPC time series data comprehensively. The level-1 coefficient a represents the overall smoothness of the time series, while the level-2 coefficient b indicates the existence of the sharp changes in the time series. Specifically, if the time series data exhibit perfectly smooth changes (such as a straight line or a quadratic curve), both coefficients are supposed to be very high (close to 1). If a is close to 1 while b is relatively low, the time series will look smooth overall, with only a few sharp changes at particular time steps.
In Fig. 4 , we present the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the two coefficients for eight typical applications. For the other 10 HPC applications listed in Table 1 , both of the two smoothness coefficients are always greater than 0.95, which means their time series data are always very smooth.
In Fig. 4 , we can observe that all of the time series data (except Eddy) exhibit smooth changes overall in the whole period. Compared with the level-1 smoothness coefficient, we find that the level-2 smoothness coefficients do not always show very high values for many applications. This means that in the HPC time series data of such applications, sharp changes exist at some time steps, although the data are smooth overall in the whole period. We note that some application data such as IsentropicVortex look not smooth in the whole period in Fig. 2 , yet they are not presented in Fig. 4 . The reason is that their two coefficient values are always close to 1, indicating that their data actually are very smooth in short periods.
In summary, the HPC time series data of the analyzed applications are smooth overall but may have sharp changes at a few time steps. This finding indicates that the prediction method should work effectively for detecting SDCs at runtime. However, because of the data dynamics as shown above, it is necessary to devise an adaptive method which can suit different fluctuation features of the HPC data.
Impact of the SDCs on Execution Results
In this section, we first analyze the factors of the impact of SDC on HPC executions, based on which we formulate the impact of SDC in Section 3.2.3. We then characterize SDC's impact based on real-world applications, which is the basis of our impact-driven detection method.
Factors Affecting SDC Impact
Basically, three factors directly determine the impact of the SDC on HPC execution. We will use them to formulate the impact of SDC later. The impact of SDC on the final execution result will be different when the SDC occurs at different moments (such as at the beginning versus at the end of the running period). The reason is that the SDC would lead to different impacts on the runtime outputs at different following time steps after the corruption, as shown later on (in Section 3.2.4).
Preliminary Observation of SDC Impact
Fig . 5 illustrates SDC impact on runtime outputs by running DMReflection with injected bit-flip errors. As shown, each snapshot is split into 8 Â 16 ¼ 128 tiles, which were computed on 128 cores. One error was injected at step 20 to the bottom middle point (2, 0.0) with bit 56 flipped, such that the value was changed from 1.7856 to 2.7428 Â 10 À5 . Through the figure, we observe the impact of the SDC on the execution result would be submerged with time going, i.e., the maximum difference between the fault-free execution and SDC-based execution decreases over time. This is because of the mutual influence of the bit-flipped data point and its surrounding data points, such that the impact of the bitflip error on the execution result would be mitigated in the following computation over time. Such an observation confirms that the occurrence moment of SDC during the execution is one key factor affecting the impact of SDC.
In fact, the deviation of the runtime outputs compared to the fault-free outputs may not always decrease after the corruption. Fig. 6 , for example, presents the impact of a bit-flip error on Sedov's execution. The bit-flip error was also injected at time step 20, and it flipped the bit position 56 of the bottom middle data point, such that its value was changed from 2.5 Â 10 À5 to 1.6384 silently. We can observe that the value range of the deviation between the original fault-free output and the bit-flip induced output is about [À1.25, 0.9] at step 200, in the comparison of the range [À0.6, 0.9] at step 100. More discussion of corruption propagation can be found in our previous work [3] .
Formulation of SDC Impact
Based on the three key factors summarized previously, we formulate the impact of SDC on execution results (denoted by I) as the maximum ratio of the absolute data change value to the overall value range during a period after the corruption. Suppose the SDC occurs at time step t 1 . The impact of the SDC during the period t 1 through t 2 is defined in Equation (3), where d t refers to the absolute deviation between the SDC-free output and SDC-induced output at time step t, and r t refers to the value range size at time step t (i.e., r t ¼ maxðV t Þ À minðV t Þ)
Characterization of SDC Impact
We characterize the impact of SDCs on the 18 HPC applications listed in Table 1 , based on the above definition of SDC impact. Each application was run by 128 cores for 1,000 iterations (i.e., time steps), and one bitflip error was injected at time step 50 onto randomly selected data points with various degrees of data changes between adjacent time steps. We traverse eight testcases with different value changes caused by the SDC for each application. The SDC-induced value change is evaluated by the relative data change ratio (denoted by # sdc ), which is defined as the ratio of some data point's absolute value change induced by SDC (denoted by D sdc ) to the global value range (denoted r sdc ) at the injection moment. In our characterization, the value of # sdc decreases exponentially (= 0. ) is set to 0.1, 0.05, 0.025, 0.0125, 0.00625, 0.003125, 0.0015625 and 0.00078125 in the eight testcases, respectively. We run each case with the same level of value changes 10 times, by randomly selecting the data points at different locations of the snapshot.
In Fig. 7 , we present the impact of SDCs in the whole remaining period (i.e., I (50, 1,000) ). Two types of impact traces exist. (1) The impacts of the SDCs on majority (15 out of 18) of applications are basically proportional to # sdc . (2) Only three applications (Eddy, BlastBS, and DustCollapse) are very sensitive to tiny SDC-induced data change, which is due to very close mutual relations among neighboring data points in both space and time.
Controlling the Impact of SDCs
To control the impact of the SDCs on demand, we introduce an impact error bound ratio u, which is defined as the bound of the relative data change ratio that makes sure the impact of SDCs can be limited to a low level in the whole execution period. The impact error bound ratio is formally defined in Equation (4), where [t sdc , t end ] refers to the whole execution period after the corruption and ' indicates the acceptable maximum impact of the SDC in the whole execution period. For instance, based on Figs. 7b, 7c, and 7d, if the relative data change ratio induced by SDC is always below 0.00078125 for SodShock, Sedov and DoubleMachReflection, respectively, the impact of the SDC would be strictly limited within 2, 0.09, and 0.5 percent respectively, in the whole execution period. That is, such an impact error bound ratio can be leveraged to design an impact-driven detector for detecting only influential SDCs in the execution (discussed in details in Section 4)
Based on Fig. 7 , we find that a large majority of applications (15 out of 18) are suitable to be protected based on the impact error bound ratio. When the impact error bound ratio u is set to 0.00078125, the impact of SDC can be limited below 2 percent of the data value range in the whole execution period for most cases (an exception is Blast2, whose bound ratio recommended is 0.0001). Thus, u ¼ 0.00078125 or 0.0001 is a recommended bound ratio when the users have no preliminary impact traces for their applications.
ADAPTIVE IMPACT-DRIVEN SDC DETECTOR FOR HPC APPLICATIONS
The basic idea is to allow different running processes to select the best-fit prediction methods for their own detections, in terms of their local runtime data. Fig. 8 presents the compute result of the Sedov shockwave simulation at time steps 100 and 200. As illustrated, the whole data set is split into 16 Â 8 ¼ 128 tiles, which were processed by 128 processes in parallel. One can clearly see that the data handled by different processes evolve differently at different time steps. In particular, the data around the edge of the shockwave change sharply, introducing greater difficulty for data prediction than other data areas require. Therefore, the processes are supposed to adopt different prediction methods with various accuracies and overheads. For instance, at time step 100, rank 14, rank 25, and rank 36 adopt last state fitting (LSF), linear curve fitting (LCF), and quadratic curve fitting (QCF), respectively. At time step 200, the prediction methods of rank 25 and rank 36 are changed because of the changed data fluctuation around that moment. In our design, the prediction methods are automatically changed based on the recent prediction errors estimated dynamically, to be discussed in details in Section 4.3.1.
Detection Model
The overall detection model is illustrated in Fig. 9 . Our detector checks each local data point at each time step. For any specific data point, we first perform the one-step ahead prediction based on the bestfit prediction method, and construct a normal value range in terms of the impact error bound explored based on the characterization of real-world applications (see Fig. 7 ). The normal value range is set to [XðtÞ À r , XðtÞ þ r], where X(t) is the predicted data point value for the time step t and r is called detection radius. Then, we compare the observed data value V (t) (the circle point in the figure) with the normal value range for detecting the possible SDCs. Two types of predictions exist, valid prediction (the prediction error is smaller than the impact error bound) and invalid prediction (prediction error is greater than the impact error bound), as shown in Fig. 9 . Our detector seeks to select the prediction method with high prediction accuracy and low memory cost if valid prediction methods exist, or otherwise it will be gracefully degraded to choose the simplest prediction method with lowest memory cost. The detection range can also be dynamically enlarged upon the gracefully degraded situation with large prediction errors. Such a design can effectively reduce the false positives and control the memory overhead.
Error Feedback Prediction
In our detector, we use curve fitting to perform one-step ahead prediction in the detector. Since it is non-trivial to derive high-order prediction formulas for curve fitting, we explore a recursive error feedback model that can significantly simplify the prediction. We also demonstrate the identity between the feedback prediction and curve fitting prediction, in comparison to our previous work [8] .
We denote XðtÞ the data value to be predicted at the time step t, and the detector keeps N recent observed values (denoted by V tÀ1 , V tÀ2 ; . . . ; V tÀN ) for the data point. Then, the error feedback prediction formula (with the feekback order being equal to N) can be presented in recursive form, as shown in Equation (5), where a ðNÞ tÀi denotes the coefficient of the Nth-order feedback prediction at time step t À i, and e ðNÀ1Þ tÀ1 is the prediction error at time step t À 1. The initial state, the 0th-order feedback prediction X ð0Þ ðtÞ, is set to V ðt À 1Þ (i.e., last state fitting) 
Some examples of low-order feedback predictions are listed below, based on the above Equation (5) In the following proposition, we prove the identity between the feedback predictions and the curve fitting methods up to the third order, since higher orders do not help reduce prediction errors as we observed in experiments. Fig. 10b . Then, the predicted value at t can be computed by fð3Þ ¼ 9a þ 3b þ c, where a, b, and c are computed by the recent three values. One can easily verify fð3Þ ¼ 3V ðt À 1Þ À 3V ðt À 2Þ þ V ðt À 3Þ ¼ X ð2Þ ðtÞ. (3) We also validated the identity of CCF and the thirdorder feedback prediction. That is, the predicted value in terms of the cubic curve plotted by the recent four values is right equal to the 3rd-order feedback prediction value X ð3Þ ðtÞ ¼ 4V ðt À 1Þ À 6V ðt À 2Þ þ 4V ðt À 3Þ À V ðt À 4Þ. t u
Remark.
(1) Based on Proposition 1, we can draw a reasonable conjecture that the Nth-order feedback prediction is identical to the Nth-order curve fitting. The strict proof will be studied in our future work. (2) The feedback prediction methods with various orders will lead to different prediction accuracies/errors. In principle, higher-order predictions may lead to higher prediction accuracy, yet this may not be true for some applications based on our characterization. As shown in Table 2 , 13 applications (highlighted in bold) out of the 18 applications have higher prediction accuracy when using the second order feedback prediction (i.e., QCF) than using the first order feedback prediction (i.e., LCF) or zeroth order feedback prediction. However, the prediction error may not always decrease with the prediction orders for some applications, such as HeatDistribution. Thus, we have to design an adaptive solution based on the runtime prediction errors, as detailed later. 
Adaptive Impact-Driven Detector (AID) 4.3.1 Adaptive Selection of Best-Fit Prediction Method
Initially, we wanted to leverage the data changes to anticipate the prediction errors, in that the prediction errors might be consistent with the data changes in general (i.e., larger data changes may lead to larger prediction errors). However, this idea is not feasible, since our characterization shows that the data change versus prediction errors are not consistent in many cases. Specifically, the Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient (PPMCC) 2 of the data change versus prediction errors is only 0.5 for majority of applications, and it is even smaller than 0 for a few applications (such as ICE model). Hence, we have to explore a more effective approach to select the best-fit prediction methods at runtime.
Our solution involves two phases for each particular process to search the best-fit prediction method: (1) filtering out the invalid prediction methods based on the impact error bound and local runtime data and (2) selecting the best-fit prediction method based on memory cost and prediction errors. We adopt the feedback prediction methods with different orders as the candidate prediction methods.
The pseudo-code for searching the bestfit prediction method is presented in Algorithm 1. We first aggregate the global data value range (denoted by r) for each process, by leveraging the collective MPI function MPIAllreduce (line 1). We show in the next paragraph that the communication cost is negligible for all applications considered in this study and also could be controlled by users. Then, the current rank/process will estimate its maximum local prediction error (denoted by " j ) for each candidate prediction method (denoted by PM j , j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n), based on the local data set S. At line 5, the solutions whose maximum local prediction errors estimated are smaller than the acceptable impact error bound ur will be selected to construct a valid solution set G (also as shown in Fig. 9 ). If G is empty, the algorithm will choose the prediction method with minimum memory cost (lines [13] [14] ; otherwise, it will try constructing an outstanding prediction method set G 0 (line 2), in which the prediction errors are strictly limited below ur, where 2 ð0; 1 is an adjustment coefficient. We evaluate the detection effect using various (such as 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, . . .) in our experiments (discussed later). The method with the minimum memory cost will be selected from G 0 if it is not empty (line 9), or otherwise the method with the minimum prediction error will be selected from G (line 11).
Algorithm 1. ADAPTIVE BEST-FIT PREDICTION METHOD
Input: current time step t, the local data set (denoted S) managed by the current rank i, impact error bound ratio (denoted u) to avoid influential SDC impact, the set of n prediction methods (denoted P ¼ {PM 1 , PM 2 ; . . . ; PM n }) Output: bestfit prediction method.
1: Compute global data range r. 2: for (PM j , j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n) do 3: Compute max local predict error " j by sample points. 4: end for 5: The valid solution set G ¼ PM j À À" j < ur}.
Output the method with min memory cost from G 0 . 10: else 11:
Output the method with min predict error from G. 12: end if 13: else 14: Output the method with min predict error from P.
15: end if
(1) The communication cost of MPI Allreduce could be controlled on demand. According to [38] , [39] , the cost of MPI Allreduce increases with message size. In our algorithm, only two numbers (max and min) need to be aggregated for each variable and the total number of key variables to protect is usually small (e.g., 10 for FLASH, 4 for Nek5000, and only 1 for HeatDistribution), so the communication cost would be relatively small. On the other hand, since the global data value range does not change largely during a short period (the third finding in Section 3.1), the collective operation can be performed periodically for further reducing the communication overhead. The users can also avoid the communication cost, by either adopting non-blocking collective operations or setting a static value range if the global value range is actually fixed.
(2) The memory cost could be controlled as well when the data changes slightly or sharply. When the majority of data vary slightly over consecutive time steps, only the zeroth order prediction would be adopted for most data points, suffering very limited memory cost. If the data change sharply in short periods such that the prediction errors of all methods are larger than the impact error bound, our Algorithm 1 would be gracefully degraded to use the simplest prediction method with the minimum cost.
(3) The aggregated global value range may be affected by SDC in two ways. For the first way, the data change induced by SDC may be so large that the global maximum/minimum value is affected. We can strictly prove that the detection sensitivity will not be affected clearly. We omit the strict proof, but give a description because of the space limitation. On the one hand, suppose the value range decreases unexpectedly due to SDC, the impact error bound for all data points will be reduced and thus the detection range will be shortened, leading to a higher detection sensitivity. On the other, if the global value range increases significantly due to SDC, the value of the data point affected significantly by SDC can be easily perceived by the detector. As for the second way, the SDC might occur during the calculation of global value range, which can be resolved by computing the global value range twice or more times because of tiny execution overhead (total execution overhead is 6.3 percent for most applications, to be shown in Section 5.2).
(4) The probability of the detector itself being struck by SDC is very small (about 1 percent), because the memory cost is only about 1 percent of the memory footprint (as shown in Section 5.2). In fact, we can further improve the reliability by replicating the detector, since the probability of having the replicated detectors hit by SDCs the same way at the exactly same time is negligible.
(5) The sample points used to estimate the best-fit prediction method periodically (line 3) are selected based on even-sampling method proposed in our previous work [8] .
(6) The candidate prediction methods are the feedback predictions with various orders. If the latest best-fit prediction order is low (e.g., if it is only first-order), the high-order methods (such as second-order method) cannot be checked immediately, since they require more time steps of values than do the low-order methods. To this end, our algorithm periodically stores all recent values (four recent time steps) for the sampled points, for keeping the high-order prediction methods always available to check. The periodic length is set to 20 time steps in our experiment, since it already leads to satisfactory detection results.
Adaptive Detection Range upon False Positives
After running Algorithm 1, each local data point is checked by comparing the observed value with a normal value range [XðtÞ À r, XðtÞ þ r], which is constructed by the selected best-fit prediction value XðtÞ and a detection radius r. The time step t is considered having SDC if and only if the observed value of some data point at the time step t falls outside the predicted normal value range.
The detection radius devised in our solution can dynamically change in order to further reduce false positives, which is motivated by the fact that many false positive events may appear consecutively (based on our observation). As the detector detects an SDC in the execution, the application is rolled back to recent checkpoints for recovery, following the method presented in [13] . If the reported SDC appears again in the second run, it will be marked as a false positive/ alarm; the corresponding step is called false positive step/iteration. Our adaptive detection radius is enlarged upon a false positive event, as presented in Equation (6) . In this equation, h refers to the number of false positive iterations encountered in the past, " is referred to the prediction error and ur is the user-required error bound with regard to the relative bound ratio u and run-time data value range r. As derived in our previous work [3] , " þ ur is the optimal detection radius which may lead to zero false positives. Note that " refers to the prediction error, which is approximated in our implementation by using the maximum prediction error of the local data points for each rank at the most recent bestfit order computation time-step
Implementation
We implement the adaptive impact-driven detector strictly based on our design. It can also be integrated with the FTI library [9] , such that the users are allowed not only to detect the SDCs but to correct the errors by checkpoint/restart model. Our implementation provides both C and Fortran interfaces, such that a broad range of HPC applications can work with our detector. The library is available to download from [40] . There are only four simple steps for users to annotate their MPI application codes: (1) initialize the detector by calling SDC Init(); (2) specify the key variables to protect by calling SDC Protect(var); (3) annotate the execution iterations by inserting SDC Snapshot() into the key loop; and (4) release the memory by calling SDC Finalize() in the end. Our detector will then protect the HPC application against SDCs after the compilation.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first show experimental setup and then present the evaluation results.
Experimental Setting
We evaluate our adaptive impact-driven detector by running 18 HPC applications/benchmarks on 128-1,024 cores from Argonne FUSION cluster [36] . For each application, all the state variables are protected in our experiments. Since different data points struck by the SDCs lead to various detection results due to data dynamics, we must check each data point at each time step for each application. We focus on the 15 applications whose execution results can be guaranteed correct by controlling the impact error bound ratio u. As for the other three applications (Eddy, BlastBS, and DustCollapse), the impacts of SDCs on their execution results are fairly sensitive to tiny SDC-induced data change (as shown in Fig. 7) , such that our current detector cannot work effectively. How to detect SDCs for these applications will be studied in the future work.
For detection sensitivity, we check every data point by injecting the errors with different bit flips in binary such that the value changes of the data point are beyond the impact error bound ratio u (characterized in Section 3.2.4), which is set to 0.0001 for Blast2, 0.05 for HeatDistribution, and 0.00078125 for other applications, since these settings guarantee that the impact of SDC is below 2 percent, based on our characterization (see Section 3.2.4). A time step is considered false positive as long as there exists one data point whose observed value (without error injection) falls outside the predicted normal value range at that moment. The coefficient that determines the outstanding solution set is set to 0.2. In fact, our experiments show that ¼ 0:1 À 0:5 leads to the same detection results, in that the prediction errors are either much smaller than 0.1Áur or greater than 0.5Áur, such that ¼ 0:1 À 0:5 can filter non-outstanding methods easily. Both u and are tunable in a configuration file on demand. How to automatically determine their values is our future work.
Experimental Results
Fig . 11 presents the cumulative distribution function of the false positive rate for 15 applications, based on the execution of 128 processes/ranks. The false positive rate (FP-rate) is used to evaluate the detection precision; it is defined as the number of false positive iterations over the total number of iterations under the evaluation. The lower the FP-rate is, the more precise the detection. As shown in Figs. 11a, 11c , and 11d, the FP-rate of our adaptive impact-driven detector is significantly lower than that of the QCF method and CCF method (i.e., QCF with 1st-order feedback) proposed in [3] , [4] and [8] , respectively. The two methods were considered the best solutions in those studies compared with other linear-prediction methods, including auto-regression (AR) and auto-regression moving-average (ARMA). The key reason that our solution has a much lower FP-rate is twofold. First, our solution is driven by the relative error bound ratio u, which can automatically tune the impact error bound upon the change of data value range. That is, as the global data value range increases over time, our solution can increase the detection range to adapt to the increase of the impact error bound. This approach is in contrast with the QCF/ CCF method that adopts a fixed detection radius. Second, our solution is able to dynamically adapt to the false positive events at runtime. As shown in Figs. 11a and 11b, our FP-adapted design (Section 4.3.2) is able to reduce the FPrate down to 10 percent for all test-cases and below 1 percent for a large majority of cases. That is, there is only one iteration with unnecessary recovery triggered every 100 iterations in the execution for a large majority of applications. As shown in Figs. 11c and 11e , although the FP-rate can also be reduced for QCF by enlarging the detection radius r from 0.0001 to 0.01, this would cause unacceptable low detection sensitivity, to be shown later.
We present the detection sensitivity of our solution in Fig. 12 . Detection sensitivity (i.e., recall) is defined as the fraction of true positives (true alarms) that are detected over all SDCs experienced/injected. In the figure, we can clearly observe that under our FP-adapted AID and FP-unadapted AID, the detection sensitivity is about 80 and 95 percent for most of the detections, respectively. The detection sensitivity can reach up to 99.99 percent for a few applications. By comparison, the sensitivities of the QCF detectors with r ¼ 0:0001 and r ¼ 0:01, are around 97 and 75 percent, respectively. Note that the QCF detector with r ¼ 0:0001 is actually unacceptable from the perspective of false positive (as shown in Fig. 11 ), so the best solution is our FP-unadapted AID from the perspective of recall. By combining Figs. 11a and 11b and Figs. 12a and 12b, users are allowed to select one of the two versions of AID on demand, with various detection preferences (either lower FP-rate or higher recall).
In what follows, we discuss the detection overhead, including memory overhead and execution overhead. We will see that the memory overhead of our detector is 15 percent of the amount of memory occupied by the applications at runtime and the execution overhead (including computation cost and communication cost with MPI_Allreduce) is 13.5 percent of the execution time without our detector. In Fig. 13a , we present the memory cost of our detector, as compared to the memory size occupied by only state variables. Compared with the QCF whose memory cost is always 4X, our detector can reduce the memory overhead by 37.5-67.5 percent, which is mainly due to the adaptive selection of the best-fit orders during the execution. Fig. 13b presents the best-fit orders selected by rank 0 in the whole execution period (1,000 iterations) for the 15 applications. One can clearly see that the best-fit orders indeed are dynamically changed over time. Most of the best-fit orders stay at order 0 and 1, reducing memory cost significantly.
We evaluate the memory cost ratio and execution overhead ratio of our detector. The memory cost ratio is defined as the ratio of the memory cost of our detector to the total run-time memory usage 3 without the detector. The execution overhead ratio is defined as the ratio of the increased time cost by our detector to the execution time without the detector. As shown in Table 3 , the memory footprint is increased by less than 15 percent under our detector (except for Vortex and Eddy) and only 1-5 percent for majority of applications. Such a small memory cost is due to the fact that the memory footprints occupied by the applications themselves are significantly larger than the memory sizes cost by the state variables. Similarly, the huge memory cost of our detector for the Vortex and Eddy is due to the relatively large memory size occupied by the state variables. The execution overhead (including computation cost and communication cost with MPI_Allreduce) of the detector, as presented in the table, is reduced to 6.3 percent when running all applications in a relatively large scale environment (such as 1,024 cores). The diversity of the execution overhead ratio is due to the different workloads on computation and communication with various applications. It is worth noting that the execution overhead often decreases with scales (except for a few cases such as Sodshock, in which we observe a tiny increase of execution overhead with scales), indicating a relatively high scalability of our detector. The key reason is 3. Run-time memory usage is evaluated by Resident Set Size (RSS), which is the amount of memory occupied by the running process.
that our detector can run with the application distributively and the data prediction step in our detector is fairly lightweight on computation because of simple curve-fitting computations with little communication overhead introduced.
RELATED WORK
Efficient SDC detection methods have been extensively explored for years. They can be split into three categories, replica based detection, algorithm-based fault tolerance and runtime data analysis based detection.
The replica based detector creates the replica processes or messages to detect and correct possible errors. A typical example is RedMPI [46] , which creates "replica" MPI tasks and performs online MPI message verification intrinsic to existing MPI communication. The drawback is that it leads to relatively high redundancy of resources.
ABFT [14] , [15] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [44] is a type of customized solution that protects against soft errors (e.g., SDC faults) based on the fundamental analysis of linear algebra/ matrix operations (e.g., sparse linear algebra [45] ). Such approaches could work effectively/efficiently in detecting silent corruptions with well-limited overhead. However, they are fairly specific to particular kernels and applications, thus they cannot be used by all HPC applications. Instead, we propose a generic detector that takes advantage of dynamic runtime data analysis during the execution.
The detection methods based on runtime data analysis have also been extensively studied recently. Yim [7] proposed an approach (called VHED) for protecting the HPC applications against transient faults on GPU devices. He designed a bin-structure-based algorithm for detecting the anomalies that appear noticeably different from other data values. Fiala et al. [46] proposed a tunable, software-based DRAM error detection and correction library (named LIBSDC) for HPC. LIBSDC works by analyzing the overall memory pages at runtime, so it cannot selectively protect the sensible variables, which may definitely suffer from high detection overhead. Chalermarrewong et al. [47] proposed a time-series-based method to predict failures of data centers. Their solution is designed for data centers instead of HPC applications, so it cannot be directly used to detect SDC errors. Moreover, it adopts a supervised learning method, auto-regressive moving algorithm, which requires a training period to construct the estimate coefficients, suffering extra detection overhead.
In our previous work [2] , [3] , [8] , we proposed a one-step ahead prediction model for detecting the SDC errors. In those studies, we compared different prediction methods (such as LCF, QCF, AR, and ARMA) by using about five different applications. By comparison, we present three new contributions in this work. (1) We comprehensively analyze the HPC data features based on up to 18 real-world applications. (2) We carefully investigate the impact of SDC on the execution results, so as to explore the appropriate bound of the detection range for our impact-driven detector. (3) We design a novel adaptive detector that can reduce the false alarms and memory cost significantly, with user-acceptable execution results based on our analysis of SDC's impact.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We designed a novel adaptive impact-driven detector to protect HPC applications against influential SDCs. We characterized the HPC data features and the impact of SDC on the results by using 18 real-world applications across from different domains. Our detector selects best-fit prediction methods based on local runtime data and automatically tunes the detection range upon false positive events. The key findings are listed below.
For the time series data of HPC applications, the data are smooth overall in the whole period, while sharp data changes exist at some time steps. This indicates that the one-step ahead prediction method should work effectively for detecting SDCs at runtime, while it is necessary to devise an adaptive method that can suit different data features. The characterization of SDC impact on 18 real-world applications indicates that: when the impact error bound ratio u is set to 0.00078125, the impact of SDC can be limited below 2 percent of the data value range in the whole execution period for most of the cases (an exception is Blast2, whose bound ratio recommended is 0.0001). Thus, u ¼ 0:00078125 or 0.0001 is a recommended bound ratio. Through the experiments with the real-world applications running on up to 1,024 cores from Argonne FUSION cluster, our detector can detect 80-99.99 percent of influential SDCs, with the false positive rate reduced to 0-1 percent in most cases compared with 10-99 percent under other state-of-the-art approaches. The memory cost can be reduced by 37.5-67.5 percent than other state-of-the-art solutions, with real memory footprint overhead reduced to 15 percent and execution overhead reduced to 6.3 percent for a large majority of cases studied in this paper. In future work, we will investigate how to protect the applications (such as Eddy and BlastBS), in which the impacts of SDCs on the execution results cannot be characterized based on relative data change ratio. We also plan to study how to automatically optimize the values of the parameters used in the detector (such as u and ) during the execution for further improving the detection ability.
